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ABSTRACT 
We study how much perturbation 6A in a real matrix A is allowed for the i th real 
eigenvector not to change sign. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The problem we investigate is, given a real matrix A with a real eigenpair 
(Ai, xi), what is the maximum allowable real perturbation SA on A which 
will make the components of the eigenvector 2’ of A + 6A have equal 
(opposite) signs to those of xi? Altem_atively, given a real interval A! = [ Ai - 
AAi, Ai + A Ai] and a real matrix A = A + SA with eigenvalue Ai + ah, 
lying in A!<1 6A,I < Ahi), what is the restriction on A Ai such that 5’ has the 
same components signs as xi? It is found that if A Ai is less than one-third 
the separation of hi from the nearest A-, then every perturbed matrix 
A + 6A having an eigenvalue Aj lying in A/ will keep the same sign pattern 
of its eigenvector. 
First, we need the two following preliminary results, valid for either real 
or complex eigenproblems. 
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II. BOUNDS FOR EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 
THEOREM 1. All eigenvalues of A + 6A lie in the union of the disks 
Mu = {z:lz - Ail <IIITIIWMIl}, i = l,..., n, (1) 
where I * I denotes the absolute value taken componentwise, II * 1) is some norm, 
and T is the modal matrix of A (T-rAT = A), assuming A to be nondefective 
to have hi, i = 1, . . . , n, as eigenvalues. 
Proof. From the eigenvalue problem 
(A+ 6A)x’=;if (2) 
we get 
r=(iZ-A)-’ 6Ax’ 
= T( iZ - A)-‘T-‘GAL 
Thus 
I4 < min,,; _ A,,/l’i IT-‘W 121, 
z I 
or 
minIi - hiI < /ITI IT-’ ~AIII. 
i 
(3) 
(4) 
n (5) 
Now if the disks are separated, i.e. if 
sep, = min]h, - $1 > 2lllTI IT-QAIII, 
jfi (6) 
then Mj contains exactly one characteristic root of A + SA, since the set M, 
degenerates to the point Ai as ll6AJI -+ 0. The quantity I( JTI /T-‘6AI 1) 
therefore bounds the shift iSi. The above bound resembles the Bauer-Fike 
result [l] and appl ies to all eigenvalues real or complex. 
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THEOREM 2. lf Ai is a simple eigenvalue of a nondefective matrix A with 
corresponding eigenvector xi, then given a matrix 6A such that sep, > 
211 ITI IT-’ 6AI II, th e ea ‘g envector of A + SA is given by 2’ = xi + 6x’, where 
16x’[ < (I - ITIDlT-‘6Al)~11TIDIT-1GAI IdI, (7) 
in which 
1 
Ih, _ hil _ 16h,I,. . . ,Oi,. . . , (8) 
where 6~, is the shift in the eigenvalue hi (I &I < II ITI IT’ 64 II m a result 
of Theorem 1). 
Proof. From the eigenvalue problem 
(A + 6A)( xi + 6x”) = (hi + %I\,)( xi + 6x”) (9) 
we have 
A Sx” - hi Sx” = - 6A2’ + 6A, xi + SAi 6x”. (10) 
Set 
ari = C ffjixj 
(11) 
j#i 
with ail = 0 to avoid renormalization of x”. Since by writing x” = xi + 
CJ”=, pjixj = (1 + &)ri + Cj,i pjlxj, we can divide Gi by 1 + /3,, [l + Pii 
# 0; otherwise, from (9), taking x” = c. z i pji xj, we can arrive at a result 
contradicting the fact that sep, > 211 ITliP 6Al Ill to yield an eigenvector 
deviating from xi by the amount in (11). Substituting from (11) into (10) and 
premultiplying the latter by ( ykjT (an eigenrow of A), k f i, yields 
(A, - Ai)aki = -( yk)’ 6AZ’ + ah, cxki, k Z i, (12) 
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giving 
(IA, - hiI - IShiI)iakjI < I( yk)T SAlli'l, k # i. (13) 
But I 6hjI < i sep, < ;I A, - Ai), k z i, so in vector form 
Thus from (11) 
lcq < DIT16AI li”l. (14 
(&“I < (7-l lcql < ITIDIT-' 6AlI?l. 
Since x” = xi + 6x”, we reach 
(15) 
(I - ~TID~T-'GA~)~Sx'l Q lTID~T-'6A~ 1~~1. 
But the fact that 
(16) 
i.e. that 
sep, = K&IIA~ - AiI ’ 211 ITI IT-~ SAI II 
>hTl IT-‘SAI! + ISAil, 
entails that 
I\ ITI IT-’ SAI II 
sep, - I6A,I 
< 1, 
P( ITI DIT-’ SAI) < 11 17’1 DlT- ’ 6AI II 
11 lTl IT-’ 6Al II 
=G 
sepj - )6A,I 
-C 1, 
from which (7) finally follows in view of (16). 
(17) 
(18) 
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III. SIGN INVARIANCE 
Now, we turn our attention to the particular situation in which A and 6A 
are real and A has a simple real eigenvalue Ai. 
Before anything is said concerning the sign pattern of the eigenvector .2’ 
of A + 6A in comparison with that of xi, we ask ourselves whether Zi is 
ever real. For this, we have 
LEMMA. If Ai is a real simple eigenvalue of a real nondefective matrix A, 
then under a real perturbation 6A such that sep, > 2(( IT( (T-i 6AI 11, the 
eigenvector x” of A + SA is real. 
Proof. ii lies in a s eparate disk of center Ai as a result of Theorem 1. If 
hi is to be complex, then its conjugate value must exist as an eigenvalue, since 
A + 6A is real. It must also lie in the same disk. But Ai is simple and cannot 
be split by perturbation into two eigenvalues. Thus hi is real, and the real 
equation( A + SA - A,Z>K' = 0 has a nontrivial real solution x”. n 
Despite the fact that 5’ is real, no reason has yet been given why it 
should keep the same sign pattern as xi. It does, however, if 
and we have 
ISx”l < Ixil, (19) 
THEOREM 3. lf hi is a real simple eigenvalue of a real nondefective 
matrix A with modal matrix T and corresponding to an eigenvector xi, then 
any real perturbation 6A such that sep, > 211 ITI IT-’ 6Alll and satisfying 
(I - ITIDIT-~GAI)~~ITIDIT-~sAI Id < lxil (20) 
ensures that the eigenvector 2” of A + 6A will have same sign pattern as xi. 
The proof follows from (7) and (201, from which (19) is true. 
Finally, instead of imposing a restriction on 6A as in (20) for 16x’] < I xi I, 
we search for a condition on 1 6Ail itself. Thus, by defining a real interval 
Ai = [ Ai - A Ai, Ai + A hi] enclosing Aj, we give a bound for AAi such that 
16x’l < [xii. First, we have 
LEMMA. Zf sep, > 211 ITI IT-’ aAl IO and there is a real interval Af = [ Ai 
- Ahi, Ai + AAi] such that 
ITI IT-'6AI 121 < AA,Jx’“l, (21) 
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ii E Af (16AiI < Ahi) (22) 
The proof follows directly from (4). Finally, 
THEOREM 4. lf ( Ai, x ‘> is a real eigenpair of a real nondefective matrix 
A with hi simple, and given a real interval hf = [hi - A hi, hi + A Ai I, then 
if 
sep, > 3AA,, (23) 
then all real matrices A + 6A, such that sep, > 2Il)Tl IT-’ 6AI! and for 
which ITI IT-~ 6AI If”1 < AAilrZil, have an eigenpair (hi, Zi) with A, lying in 
Ai and the eigenvector 2” having same sign pattern as xi. 
Proof. From (15) and (21) 
Since Zi = xi + 6x’. 
AAj 
sep, - AAilxi’ 
AAi 
- sep, - 2 AA,‘Xi’* 
So if AA,/(sep, - 2 AA,) < 1, i.e. if sep, > 3AA,, then lSxil < Ixil. 
EXAMPLE. 
A, = 10, A, = -10, 
(25) 
(26) 
n 
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and 
lTllz-‘6A, = 1 5a 
i 
O 
5 4a-3p 0 i 
for 
2a+p>o, a-2p>o. (i> 
Investigating the situation at A,, we have 
l6h,l <IIlTW’GA& = +(% - 3P), 
and from sep > 211 ITI IT-’ 6AI 11 we get 
(ii) 
50 > 9cx - 3p. (iii) 
Further, upon invoking ITI IT-iSA[ I?‘1 < Ah,JZiI, with Ah, bounded by 
(ii), and 
x” = 16, 
( 4 
a2 + 400 + 24a + 32p - 12 - a)‘, 
we obtain a cubic relation in (Y and p in the form 
f(a,D) G 0. (iiii) 
Plotting (i), (iii), and (iiii) suggests the choice of the extreme point (Y = 
6.666 . . . ) p = 3.333 . . . to obtain i, = 16.666 . . . with 6A, = 
6.666.. . = iI A, - A, I and an associated eigenvector x” having same sign as 
1 X . 
On the contrary, with the choice of (Y = 10.67 and p = -8 yet h, = 
16.67, x” starts to have a different sign than x’. The reason is that (iii) and 
(iiii) are violated. Similar results can be obtained if (Y and p are chosen so as 
to make i1 lie to the left of A,. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The invariance of the sign pattern of matrix eigenvectors under perturba- 
tion, apart from its possible immediate interest to some readers, has direct 
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applications in interval eigenvalue problems [2-41. It has been seen that the 
bounds on exact eigenvalue ranges can be easily found once the eigenvectors 
keep their components signs invariant. The difference between Theorems 3 
and 4 is that the former applies to the situation in which an interval matrix is 
given and it is required to check the invariance of the sign pattern of the 
eigenvectors before proceeding to compute the interval eigenvalue ranges, 
whereas the latter becomes important if the eigenvalue ranges are given and 
it is required to compute interval entries of A. The condition of sign pattern 
invariance must therefore be applied only on given eigenvalue ranges which 
qualify as eigenvalues of some interval matrices having invariant sign patterns. 
The authors wish to thank the referee for his suggestion which led to an 
improvement of the paper. 
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